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1 INTRODUCTION

The aim of this book, when first published in 1948, was to provide quick reference tables for the length
and angles of cut for timber members in a traditional cut roof construction. Today, when many houses
use trussed rafters for their roof construction, there is still a need for some parts of those roofs to be built
using traditional methods, especially with the ever increasing use of attic roof structures. Renovation
of older roofs, extensions and conversions all require knowledge of roofing from wall plate to ridge
and the correct detailing of the roof covering materials themselves.

This book assumes that a basic architectural design of the roof to be constructed is already completed,
i.e. the span, pitch, length and any additional supporting walls. Guidance is given on how to calculate
the size of individual roof member timbers, the cutting length, the angles and the compound cuts. The
book now also includes all aspects to be considered when choosing the roof covering, including the
suitability of the tiles or slates for the pitch and exposure of the roof concerned, the choice of a ‘warm’ or
‘cold’ roof, the considerations to be given to the correct insulation, and the possibilities and avoidance
of condensation within the roof space by dealing correctly with ventilation.

Finally, Health and Safety matters are addressed, including the ‘Working at Heights Regulations’, load-
ing the roof structure with the roof coverings, lifting components, and the correct use of preservative
treated timber.
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2 ROOFING TERMINOLOGY

Wall plate The ‘foundation’ of the roof, usually 50 × 100 mm wide, must be bedded solid, level and
straight on the top of the wall, or nailed to the timber framed panel and strapped in place to prevent
movement from the structure.

Purlin The member carrying part load of the long common rafters, traditionally placed at right angles
to the rafter but now more commonly fixed vertically.

Pitch The angle made by the slope of the roof with the horizontal. This may be stated in degrees on
the drawing, or may have to be measured by protractor from the drawing, or may have to be calculated
by measurement if the new work is to match an existing roof.

Ridge The timber at the top of the roof where the rafters meet, giving a longitudinal tie to the roof
structure, commonly 38 mm thick, and of a depth equal to the top cut on the rafter plus approximately
38 mm. This depth will depend upon the pitch of the roof and the tile batten thickness.

Common rafter The timber running from the ridge, down over the purlin if fitted, over the wall plate,
and to the back of the fascia.

Jack rafter The timber running from the hip rafter down over the purlin if fitted, over the wall plate,
and to the back of the fascia.

2
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Roofing terminology

Figure 2.1 Illustration of terms used in chapter.
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Goss’s roofing ready reckoner

Figure 2.2 Illustration of terms used in chapter.
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Roofing terminology

Valley jack rafter The timber running from the ridge, down over the purlin, down to the valley board
or rafter.

Trussed rafter A prefabricated framework incorporating rafter, ceiling joist (or tie), and strengthening
webs forming a fully triangulated structural element.

Ceiling joist or tie Timber supporting the ceiling of the building, but often importantly ‘tying’ the feet
of the common and jack rafters together thus triangulating and stabilising the roof.

Wind bracing Usually 25 mm × 100 mm timber nailed to the underside of rafters and trussed rafters
running at approximately 45◦ to them, to triangulate and stabilise the roof in its vertical plain.
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Figure 2.3 Illustration of terms used in chapter.
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Roofing terminology

Longitudinal bracing Usually 25 mm × 100 mm timber nailed to the underside of rafters and trussed
rafters both at the ridge position on a trussed rafter roof, and at ceiling joist level on all roofs, to maintain
accurate spacing and stiffening of the members to which it is fixed.

Hip or hip rafter This is a substantial timber member running from the corner of the roof at wall plate
level to the end of the ridge. In some designs the hip may stop lower down the roof, producing a small
gable at high level.

Birds mouth The cut in rafters at the fixing point to the wall plate and/or the purlin (where purlins are
fixed vertically); this should leave at least 0.7 × the depth of the rafter to give the strength necessary
for the rafter to continue to provide an over hang to the roof. If a common rafter is fitted as part of a
trussed rafter roofing system, then the 0.7 × the depth of the rafter must be the same as the depth of
the rafter on the trussed rafter component.

Fascia Board fixed to the rafter feet, supporting both gutter and soffit.

Soffit Timber board or sheet material used to close off the over hang between the back of the fascia
and the wall. This soffit may have a roof ventilation system built into it.
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3 CALCULATING THE SIZE
OF TIMBER MEMBERS

Knowing the overall dimensions of the roof, i.e. span over the wall plates, pitch of the rafters, length
between the gables or hips, any internal supporting walls and the specification of the roof covering,
the following data will help to design the size and strength specification of the individual roof members
themselves.

Design to satisfy the building regulations can be calculated from the TRADA document Span Tables
for Solid Timber Members in Floors, Ceilings and Roofs (Excluding Trussed Rafter Roofs) For Dwellings.
See Bibliography for full details of this publication. Some span tables from this publication are given
on the following pages, covering a limited range of pitch and loadings for rafters, purlins, ceiling joist
and binders (not floor joists). While these tables can be used for limited calculations, if the reader
is likely to have a need to design timber members frequently, it is strongly recommended that the
TRADA publication is available; this publication contains complete data, including all references to
British Standards and codes of practice related to timber roof structures.

A brief word on timber size design considerations. The loads to be supported by the roof structure
are made up of a number of elements:

(a) The roof covering: tiles, slates, etc.
(b) The self weight of the structure: timber, felt, battens, insulation, and ceiling if an attic structure,

plus water tanks as necessary
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Calculating size of timber

(c) Snow load
(d) Wind load

Referring to the above:

(a) is a statistic relating to the roof covering type and can be obtained from the product manufacturer.
(b) is calculated from the known weight of individual members.
(c) is a variable with the roof shape and pitch and height above ground and sea level and is also a

variable depending on the location of the building geographically within the UK.
(d) Similarly, this is a variable based on geographically variable information and is also affected by

exposure, i.e. the altitude of the building and its proximity to coastal or other areas of high wind
exposure.

For the above reasons, any calculation for specifying the roof member size must take all of the above into
consideration. Thus, most standard timber sizing design data has geographical limitations to its use.
The tables reproduced in this book from the TRADA publication cover buildings situated not exceeding
100 m above sea level for snow loading, and are confined to England and Wales. Refer to the TRADA
publication for full details, but Figure 3.1 and Table 3.5 illustrate the basic information stated above.

STRENGTH AND SECTION SIZE CALCULATION
The load bearing capacity of a timber member is a function not only of its cross section, but also of its
strength class. Readily available timbers are classified from strength class C16 and C24; these include
a range of European, UK, Canadian and USA produced timbers. Whilst section size savings can be
achieved using the higher grade timbers, there is a cost premium to pay, and on small scale projects,
the economy of timber section is not great; more detail on this later. The C16 timber, being of less
strength than the C24, results in a larger section, and in some cases the greater width of the timber

9
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can be of benefit to the non-professional, giving a greater width to which to fix battens, etc. It is for
this reason that tables for C16 timber only have been published in this book, (Tables 3.1–3.5) but a full
range of tables for both C16 and C24 strength class timber can be found in the TRADA publication.

Table 3.1 Permissible clear spans for ceiling joists. Imposed load not exceeding 0.25 kN/m2; strength
class C16; service class 1 or 2.

Dead load (kN/m2) excluding self-weight of joist

More than 0.25 but not more
Not more than 0.25 than 0.5

Size of joist Spacing of joists (mm)

400 450 600 400 450 600
Breadth Depth

(mm) (mm) Maximum clear span (m)

38 72 1.15 1.14 1.11 1.11 1.10 1.06
38 97 1.74 1.72 1.67 1.67 1.65 1.58
38 120 2.33 2.29 2.21 2.21 2.17 2.08
38 145 2.98 2.94 2.82 2.82 2.76 2.62
38 170 3.66 3.60 3.43 3.43 3.36 3.18
38 195 4.34 4.26 4.05 4.05 3.97 3.74
38 220 5.03 4.93 4.68 4.68 4.57 4.30

47 72 1.27 1.26 1.23 1.23 1.22 1.18
47 97 1.93 1.90 1.84 1.84 1.81 1.74
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Table 3.1 Continued.

Dead load (kN/m2) excluding self-weight of joist

More than 0.25 but not more
Not more than 0.25 than 0.5

Size of joist Spacing of joists (mm)

400 450 600 400 450 600
Breadth Depth

(mm) (mm) Maximum clear span (m)

47 120 2.56 2.52 2.43 2.43 2.38 2.27
47 145 3.27 3.22 3.08 3.08 3.02 2.87
47 170 4.00 3.93 3.74 3.74 3.67 3.46
47 195 4.73 4.64 4.41 4.41 4.31 4.07
47 220 5.47 5.36 5.08 5.08 4.96 4.67

ALS/CLS

38 89 1.55 1.53 1.49 1.49 1.47 1.41
38 140 2.85 2.81 2.69 2.69 2.64 2.51
38 184 4.04 3.97 3.78 3.78 3.70 3.49

Reproduced from Span Tables for Solid Timber Members in Floors, Ceilings and Roofs (Excluding Trussed Rafter Roofs)
for Dwellings by permission of TRADA Technology Ltd. (Table 8, p 19)
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Table 3.2 Permissible clear spans for ceiling binders. Imposed load 0.25 kN/m2; strength class C16;
service class 1 or 2.

Dead load (kN/m2) excluding self-weight of binder and ceiling joist

Not more than 0.25 More than 0.25 but not more than 0.5

Size of binder Spacing of binders (mm)

1200 1500 1800 2100 2400 2700 1200 1500 1800 2100 2400 2700
Breadth Depth

(mm) (mm) Maximum clear span (m)

47 150 2.20 2.08 1.99 1.91 1.84 2.01 1.89 1.80
47 175 2.63 2.49 2.37 2.27 2.19 2.11 2.39 2.25 2.14 2.04 1.96 1.89
63 125 2.00 1.90 1.82 1.84
63 150 2.48 2.35 2.24 2.15 2.07 2.00 2.26 2.13 2.03 1.94 1.86
63 175 2.95 2.79 2.66 2.55 2.46 2.37 2.69 2.53 2.40 2.29 2.20 2.12
63 200 3.43 3.24 3.08 2.95 2.84 2.74 3.11 2.92 2.77 2.65 2.54 2.45
63 225 3.91 3.68 3.50 3.35 3.22 3.11 3.54 3.32 3.14 3.00 2.88 2.77
75 125 2.15 2.04 1.95 1.88 1.81 1.97 1.86
75 150 2.65 2.51 2.40 2.30 2.22 2.15 2.42 2.28 2.17 2.07 1.99 1.92
75 175 3.16 2.98 2.84 2.72 2.62 2.54 2.87 2.70 2.56 2.45 2.35 2.27
75 200 3.66 3.45 3.29 3.15 3.03 2.93 3.32 3.12 2.96 2.83 2.71 2.62
75 225 4.16 3.93 3.73 3.57 3.44 3.32 3.77 3.54 3.36 3.20 3.07 2.96

Reproduced from Span Tables for Solid Timber Members in Floors, Ceilings and Roofs (Excluding Trussed Rafter Roofs)
for Dwellings by permission of TRADA Technology Ltd. (Table 10, p 21)
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Table 3.3 Permissible clear spans for purlins supporting rafters. Imposed load 0.75 kN/m2; slope of roof
22.5◦ or more but less than 30.0◦; strength class C16; service class 1 or 2.

Dead load (kN/m2) excluding self-weight of purlin and rafters

Not more than 0.5 More than 0.5 but not more than 0.75 More than 0.75 but not more than 1.00
Size of
purlin Spacing of purlins (mm)

1500 1800 2100 2400 2700 3000 1500 1800 2100 2400 2700 3000 1500 1800 2100 2400 2700 3000
Breadth Depth

(mm) (mm) Maximum clear span (m)

63 150 2.14 2.00 1.90 1.81 2.00 1.88 1.90
63 175 2.49 2.34 2.21 2.11 2.02 1.94 2.34 2.19 2.07 1.97 1.88 1.81 2.21 2.07 1.95 1.86
63 200 2.84 2.67 2.52 2.41 2.30 2.22 2.67 2.50 2.36 2.25 2.15 2.06 2.52 2.36 2.23 2.12 2.01 1.91
63 225 3.20 3.00 2.84 2.70 2.59 2.49 3.00 2.81 2.66 2.53 2.42 2.31 2.84 2.66 2.51 2.39 2.25 2.13
63 275 3.90 3.66 3.46 3.30 3.16 3.04 3.66 3.43 3.24 3.09 2.94 2.79 3.47 3.24 3.07 2.89 2.72 2.57

75 125 1.90
75 150 2.27 2.13 2.02 1.92 1.84 2.13 2.00 1.89 1.80 2.02 1.89
75 175 2.65 2.48 2.35 2.24 2.15 2.07 2.48 2.33 2.20 2.10 2.01 1.93 2.35 2.20 2.08 1.98 1.90 1.83
75 200 3.02 2.84 2.69 2.56 2.46 2.36 2.84 2.66 2.52 2.40 2.30 2.21 2.69 2.52 2.38 2.27 2.17 2.09
75 225 3.40 3.19 3.02 2.88 2.76 2.66 3.19 2.99 2.83 2.70 2.58 2.48 3.02 2.83 2.68 2.55 2.44 2.33

Reproduced from Span Tables for Solid Timber Members in Floors, Ceilings and Roofs (Excluding Trussed Rafter Roofs)
for Dwellings by permission of TRADA Technology Ltd. (Table 22, p 29)
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Table 3.4 Permissible clear spans for common or jack rafters. Imposed load 0.75 kN/m2; slope of roof
22.5◦ or more but less than 30.0◦; strength class C16; service class 1 or 2.

Dead load (kN/m2) excluding self-weight of rafter

More than 0.5 but not More than 0.75 but not
Not more than 0.5 more than 0.75 more than 1.00

Size of rafter Spacing of rafters (mm)

400 450 600 400 450 600 400 450 600
Breadth Depth

(mm) (mm) Maximum clear span (m)

38 100 2.19 2.14 2.02 2.02 1.96 1.83 1.88 1.83 1.69
38 125 2.98 2.87 2.61 2.76 2.68 2.44 2.55 2.47 2.26
38 150 3.57 3.44 3.12 3.35 3.23 2.93 3.18 3.06 2.73

47 100 2.57 2.47 2.24 2.36 2.29 2.10 2.20 2.13 1.96
47 125 3.20 3.08 2.80 3.01 2.89 2.63 2.85 2.74 2.49
47 150 3.83 3.68 3.35 3.60 3.46 3.15 3.41 3.28 2.98

ALS/CLS

38 89 1.83 1.80 1.70 1.70 1.66 1.55 1.60 1.55 1.44
38 140 3.34 3.21 2.92 3.13 3.01 2.73 2.96 2.86 2.56

Reproduced from Span Tables for Solid Timber Members in Floors, Ceilings and Roofs (Excluding Trussed Rafter Roofs)
for Dwellings by permission of TRADA Technology Ltd. (Table 20, p 28)
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It should be noted that the TRADA tables reprinted here have a pitch range from 22.5◦ to 30◦. However,
these tables can be used safely to size timbers for roofs up to 45◦ pitch, because this results in a slight
over sizing of timbers, i.e. erring on the safe side. If ultimate timber economy is of priority, reference
should be made to the full TRADA document. Exact comparison is given in the worked example shown
later in this text.

HOW DO WE CALCULATE THE LOADING ON THE ROOF?
The dead load, i.e. that of the roof covering itself, is categorised in three groups: a roof covering
weighing not more than 0.5 kN/m2; from 0.5 but not more than 0.75 kN/m2; and more than 0.75 but
not more than 1 kN/m2. These loadings cover the weight of the tiles and the self weight of the roof
structure. The weight of tiles can be found from manufacturers’ technical literature, but indications of
likely weight can be found in Chapter 8, Figure 8.9. As an indication, interlock tiles generally fall into
the category of up to 0.5 kN/m2, natural slates in the 0.5–0.75 kN/m2 category, and plain tiles in the
category 0.75–1 kN/m2.∗

The imposed load is that for snow lying on the roof; this varies, as has been stated, with geography,
altitude and indeed with the roof pitch, but the latter factor is taken into account within the calculations
for preparation of the tables. To assess the imposed load, reference should be made to Figure 3.1 (snow
roof loading zones) and also to Table 3.5 (imposed snow roof loads for zones defined in Figure 3.1).

TIMBER MEMBER SIZING DESIGN: EXAMPLE
Figure 3.2 illustrates the roof for which timber members are to be designed. The following information
is necessary:

The pitch of the roof 45◦.
The roof is covered with interlocking tiles.
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Figure 3.1 Snow roof loading zones. c© Building Research Establishment, reproduced with permission.
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2.7 m

400 mm

400 mm

2.33

2.33

2.33 m

7 m4 m

2.7 m

2.7 m
CEILING JOISTS

BINDER

RAFTERS

PURLIN

45° PITCH

Figure 3.2 Dimensions of roof in worked example.
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Table 3.5 Imposed snow roof loads for the zones defined in Figure 3.1. These data are applicable to
small buildings only, as described in BS 6399-3 clause 4.3.2 (1998). For altitudes greater than 200 m refer
to guidance given in BS 6399-3.

Imposed roof loads (kN/m2)

Altitudes not Altitudes exceeding 100 m
Zone exceeding 100 m but not exceeding 200 m

A 0.75 0.75
B 0.75 1.00
C 0.75 Use BS 6399-3

Reproduced from Span Tables for Solid Timber Members in Floors, Ceilings and Roofs (Excluding Trussed Rafter Roofs)
for Dwellings by permission of TRADA Technology Ltd. (Table 3, p 11)

The roof is located in Nottingham.
The altitude is 60 m (this can be established by locating the site on Google Earth using a PC).
The ceiling joists are to carry normal loft storage only, not flooring loads. The ceiling would be consid-
ered as 12 mm plasterboard.

To determine the imposed load on the roof and therefore to decide which table to use, reference should
be made to the map in Figure 3.1. It can be seen that Nottingham is in zone B, and from Table 3.5 it can
be seen that the imposed snow load for this area is 0.75 kN/m2. The timber size calculations illustrated
in this book refer to that snow loading.

18
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Ceiling Joists
The spacing of the ceiling joists is 400 mm, the span is 2.33 m. With a dead load on the joists of not
more than 0.25 kN/m2, it can be seen from Table 3.1 that a 38 × 120 mm timber section in strength
class C16 is safe.

Ceiling Tie Binders
The longest span is 2.7 m between supports for these binders, the spacing is 2.33 m. It can be seen
from Table 3.2 that a 63 × 200 mm timber in strength class C16 is safe.

Purlins
Using interlocking tiles, the dead load is in the category not exceeding 0.5 kN/m2. The snow load is in
the category not exceeding 0.75 kN/m2. The maximum span of the purlin between supports is 2.7 m.

The spacing of the purlins is 2.7 m, and by reference to Table 3.3 it can be seen that this gives either
a 63 × 275 mm C16 timber, which has a safe span of 3.16 m, or a 75 × 225 mm C16 timber, which has
a safe span of 2.76 m.

Rafters
Dead load is in the category 0.5 kN/m2. The snow load is not exceeding 0.75 kN/m2. The rafter spacing
is 400 mm centres. The rafter span is 2.7 m maximum. By reference to Table 3.4 this gives a 38 × 125
section C16 timber safe at 2.98 m maximum span, or a 47 × 100 section C16 timber safe at 2.57 m.

The main timber members have now been designed, resulting in a choice of purlin size and a choice
of rafter size.

19
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Reference was made earlier to the ultimate economical design of timber size being achieved using the
tables quoted in the TRADA document for a 45◦ pitch: C16 timber or C24 timber (these Tables are not
reproduced in this book).

By way of comparison with the sizes calculated above, simply by using the 45◦ pitch Tables but still
with the C16 timber, the purlin would result in a 63 × 275 mm timber member but would be safe at
3.28 m span, or a 75 × 225 mm timber which is safe at 2.86 m span. It can be seen, therefore, that whilst
the safe span increases there is no saving on timber section, the next commercially available smaller
section not being strong enough in this stress class of timber.

If, however, one chose to use C24 timber, i.e. a higher stress class, then the purlin size would change
to 63 × 225 mm or 75 × 200 mm. Some economy is achieved, but at a premium on the cost of the
timber itself.

For a further illustration on the rafters, using the correct pitch but using C16 timber, the rafter size
would still be 38 × 125 mm; safe at 3.09 m span, or 47 × 100 mm, which is safe at 2.66 m span. In this
instance no saving is achieved. However, if one refers to the tables for C24 timber it would be possible
to use a 38 × 100 mm timber section or 47 × 100 mm, i.e. the same as the C16 in the latter case.

The thickness of insulation may be a consideration in the case of the design of the rafter, and the
depth of the rafter may be governed by the thickness of insulation to be designed in that structure. For
instance, with an attic roof it may be desirable to use 150 mm deep rafters and this factor would then
influence the width of the rafter designed from the Tables above.

∗Approximate conversion of kg/m2 to kN/m2 equals kg/m2

100 for the tile element of dead load.
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4 CALCULATING THE LENGTH AND
CUTTING ANGLES OF TIMBER MEMBERS:

DATA TABLES 5◦–75◦

For the purposes of explaining the use of the ready reckoner, reference should be made to the roof
constructions illustrated in Figures 4.1 and 4.2. In practical terms these constructions will cover most
traditional roof forms and take account of the hip and valley infills used on trussed rafter construction
unless fully engineered trussed rafter hip and valleys have been designed. The cutting angles on all
timbers for infill rafters on trussed rafter roofs, especially attic designs, can be calculated using the data
tables which follow.

Before cutting any of the roof timbers, two vital pieces of information must be known. Firstly the
span, i.e. the distance between the outer faces of the wall plate, and secondly the ‘run’ of the rafter, this
being half the span assuming that it is an equally pitched roof with the ridge in the middle of the span.
Another vital piece of information is the pitch or the ‘rise’ of the roof.

Whenever possible the carpenter who is to construct the roof should at least supervise the fixing
of the wall plates. These must be straight, level and parallel to each other. Where the roof has to be
fitted to a ‘T’ or ‘L’ plan form of building, then the carpenter should check that the wall plates of the
projections to either side of the main roof are at a true right angle, unless of course designed to be
otherwise. Apart from checking overall dimensions with a steel tape, modern laser levels make it quick
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Figure 4.1
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Figure 4.2
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and simple to check the level of the plate very effectively, and it is this level of the wall plate which is
so important to accurate roof construction.

THE PITCH
The pitch of the roof to be constructed should be clearly stated on the drawings, but if not this should be
taken by protractor from the drawings, possibly extending the ceiling line and rafter line away from the
point at which they meet, making it easier to get an accurate reading from the protractor. An alternative
method to establish the pitch is to calculate the rise of the roof per unit of ‘run’. To use the tables in this
book, this must be stated in metres rise per metre run. See Figure 4.3.

The Run of the Rafter
The run of the rafter is the horizontal distance covered by the rafter from the wall plate to the ridge.
See Figure 4.4.

The Rise of the Rafter
The rise of the rafter is the height from the top of the rafter vertically above the outside of the wall plate,
to the top of the rafter at the centre line of the ridge position. See Figure 4.4.

USING THE TABLES TO CUT A COMMON RAFTER
The use of the tables is best explained by a worked example and to do this we will take a roof of pitch
at 36◦ or a rise of 0.727 m per metre run, and a span of 8.46 m. Then the run:

= 8.46 ÷ 2
= 4.23 m
The length of the rafter can now be calculated from the tables referring to 36◦ pitch. It can be seen

that the length of the rafter for 1 m of run = 1.236 m, therefore the length for 4 m of roof:
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Figure 4.3

Figure 4.4
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= 4 × 1.236
= 4.944 m.

The calculation for the whole rafter length now looks as follows:

4 m = 4.944 m
0.2 m = 0.247 m
0.03 m = 0.0371 m
4.23 m = 5.2281 m

Now we have the basic length of the rafter.
To calculate the exact length of the rafter, the length above must be reduced by 1

2 the thickness of
the ridge; this can be calculated as above if perfection is required. For a ridge thickness of 40 mm, the
length of run of the rafter must be reduced by 20 mm; this gives a reduction in rafter length from the
tables of 0.0247 m or 24.7 mm. (Tables have to be modified by a factor of 10 because the run above is
20 mm which is 0.02 m and not 0.2 mm as illustrated in the tables.

We then need to add to the rafter the extra length needed to cover the over hang. This can be simply
calculated in the same way by finding the length of over hang from the outside of the wall plate to the
back of the fascia (see Figure 4.5), and we will assume for the purposes of this calculation that this over
hang gives a 450 mm run. Then again by reference to the tables, it will be seen that the additional rafter
length required is 556 mm. This now gives an overall rafter length as follows:

Basic rafter 5.2281 m
Add over hang + 0.556 m
Deduct half ridge − 0.0247 m

5.759 m
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TABLES

Figure 4.5
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Do Not Cut Yet!
Referring now to the tables, mark the ridge bevel on one end for the ridge cut and again at the other
end for the fascia cut: in this example the angle will be 54◦. The distance between those marks will be
the length of the rafter calculated above.

Mark the birdsmouth as shown in Figure 4.5, again using the ridge and seat bevels from the tables
as indicated in the illustration.

Next mark the soffit line – this must be taken from the building design. If the soffit cut on the rafter is
to be at the soffit line, the seat bevel can again be used. If the soffit line is lower than the lowest point
of the rafter, then no soffit cut is required.

Now check all dimensions and angles for this first rafter, which should be regarded as the
master.

Now Cut the First Rafter
Using this first rafter check fit to the roof and use this as a pattern to mark out all of the remaining
identical rafters. NB to give a true line for the fascia, it is common practice not to cut the fascia cut on
all rafters at this stage. Leave the fascia cut on all roof members until the construction is complete, then
using a chalked line from one end of the roof to the other, mark the fascia line on the top of the rafters.
From this line, using a level, a true plumb line can be marked and the rafter cut. This traditional method
involves cutting the fascia cut on the roof itself, which is a time consuming task usually done using a
hand saw. Trussed rafter roofs, being prefabricated, generally have the fascia cut made at the factory.
If this is the case and allowing for some manufacturing tolerance on span, it will not be possible to line
fascia cuts on both sides of the roof. There are two courses of action (1) to re-mark and cut the foot
of the trussed rafter again as outlined above, or (2) to use packers to align the fascia onto the pre-cut
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feet. DO NOT be tempted to align trussed rafters to one side of the roof by aligning their rafter feet.
Allowable manufacturing tolerances in a roof of the span we have been discussing could result in a
variation of up to 9 mm, thus moving the ridge off the centre line, and up to a 9 mm variance between
the feet of the rafters on the opposite side of the roof.

Cutting the common rafter can obviously be done by hand saw, by powered hand saw, or by using
a powered compound mitre saw which can be pre-set at the ridge bevel. Then, with a saw table with
the length stop at an appropriate position, all cuts will be precisely the same with no further marking
required.

HIP JACK RAFTERS
The length of these members will depend upon the centres at which they are to be fixed; by that we
mean their spacing centre line to centre line of the thickness of the member, which should match the
common rafter spacing. See Figures 2.1 and 4.6.

Continuing with the example above, the basic common rafter length was 5.2281 m, and then assuming
a jack rafter spacing of 600 mm by referring to the table, it can be seen that this length must be reduced
by 742 mm.

DO NOT forget to add the over hang of the common rafter; DO NOT adjust the jack rafter for the hip
until a trial fit has been taken. The jack rafter meets the hip at an angle and must therefore be cut at an
angle to meet the hip both horizontally and vertically, giving what is known as a compound cut. The
hip, being fixed vertically in its section, gives the same bevel cut at the top of the jack rafter as was
used at the ridge and this same ridge bevel can be used. However, the edge cut can be found in the
tables as the ‘edge bevel’, and for this an example can be seen as 39◦. With these two angles the top of
the hip jack can be marked, and at the lower end, the common rafter master can be used to mark the
fascia cut and birdsmouth.
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Figure 4.6
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Cutting compound bevels by hand is a skilled task, but the powered compound mitre saw can be
used to produce accurate repeatable compound cuts.

HIP RAFTERS
A full hip (i.e. that which is constructed from wall plate to ridge), will have the same rise as the common
rafters, and the tables have been calculated on the assumption that the hip is on the mitre of a right
angled corner and is therefore at right angles to the common rafters. This allows the same run as the
common rafter to be used, to save further calculation.

Continuing with the example above then, the run of the hip would be 4.23 m, and by referring to the
tables for the length of hip, the calculation will result in a hip length of 6.7257 m.

The seat and ridge bevels can be taken directly from the tables in this case 27◦ and 63◦ respectively.
Care must be taken when setting out the birdsmouth to ensure that the depth of rafter (A) illustrated in
Figure 4.7, equals that of the common rafter illustrated in Figure 4.5.

The mitre at the top of the hips where they meet the ridge does need the special setting of a bevel.
The marking gauge is set to 1

2 the thickness of the hip and marked on the end of both faces after the
plumb cut is made. See Figure 4.7.

Backing of Hips
In a good job, the hips are backed – that is to say a chamfer is planed both ways from the centre
line on the top of the hip so that the two surfaces are in line with the planes of the roof on adjacent
sides. This gives a good seating for the battens. After cutting the hip to the plumb line the same
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Figure 4.7
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plumb bevel for marking the profile of the backing chamfers on each side of the hip may be used.
See Figure 4.7.

Dimension B, the length of the plumb cut of the jack rafters is measured on the top end of the hip
down from the backing levels, leaving a remainder C. If C is measured along the side bevel of the purlin
it gives the position of the projection under the hip. See Figure 4.8.

VALLEY JACK RAFTERS
The tables are based on a construction which assumes a valley rafter similar to the hip rafter; see
Figure 4.6, NOT that illustrated in Figure 4.1, which is a more modern construction and one which
works with a trussed rafter roof if a prefabricated valley set of frames is not provided. Returning then to
the traditional cut valley, this is essentially a hip in reverse. The valley jacks decrease in length as they
progress up the roof, and again would be based at similar centres to the common rafters. The same
bevels as for the hip jack rafter can be used but this time on the foot of the rafter rather than the ridge
as before. The common rafter ridge bevel can be used at the top.

Now referring to Figure 4.1, the top cut on the valley jack is the same as the common rafter, but the
foot of the valley rests on a flat valley board nailed on the top of the rafters of the main roof. This
construction is suitable for all valleys except attic construction. The cut at the bottom of the valley jack
is the same as the seat cut for the common rafter with an edge bevel equal to the pitch of the main roof.
This may not be the same as the pitch of the roof on which the valley jack has to be fitted and should
therefore be checked.

THE RIDGE
This roof member is usually relatively thin and can be no more than 25–38 mm. It takes little load from
the roof as pairs of common rafters or valley rafters are placed directly opposite one another across
the ridge; it does act as a tie from gable to gable or hip to hip. In a roof with a gable at both ends, the
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Figure 4.8
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length of the ridge equals the length of the wall plate and is usually built into the gables at both ends.
In a hip roof with a hip at both ends, the ridge length is normally the length of the building (internally)
less the width (internally). If a short packing piece is used at the end of the ridge in a hip construction
to give good hip rafter supports, then this thickness must be deducted from the overall length of the
ridge for each hip. The packing piece should be at least as deep as the hip rafter ridge cut, and may
therefore be too deep for readily available softwood. The use of 19 mm exterior grade plywood is
recommended. The ply can also be used to couple ridge pieces together in their length because even
the longest lengths of timber may be too short for the overall length of the ridge itself. See Figure 4.7.
These ‘cleats’ should be located between rafters to avoid having to cut back the rafter by the thickness
of the cleat.

PURLINS
As illustrated under the definition for purlin earlier in this book, Figure 2.1, the purlin can be fit-
ted either at right angles to the underside of the rafter or vertically. The tables given in this book
show edge and side bevels for purlins set at right angles to the rafters. See Figure 4.8. This is
the traditional form of construction and may have to be followed on extension work to older
buildings.

The purlin fitted vertically is preferred from a structural viewpoint because it acts as a true beam
carrying the rafters. The rafters can be better fitted by birdsmouth to the purlin. The edge bevel on this
type of purlin is that formed by the hip on plan view which on a right angled hip is 45◦. The side bevel
is 90◦, simply a square cut.
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METRIC CALCULATION TABLES
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5 WALL PLATES – STRAPPING
AND GABLE STRAPPING

Earlier in this book it was stated that the wall plate is the foundation to the roof, and like all foundations
needs to be sound and secure. The wall plate should be strapped down to the building structure; this
is usually done by using steel straps as illustrated in Figure 5.1(a). The straps can either be built into
the brick wall below, or face-fixed by screwing into the wall. On timber framed housing the plate may
be adequately secured to the frame by nailing at centres specified by the designer.

Gable walls, especially those on steep pitched roof constructions where the gable is very tall, rely
on the roof for their stability and NOT the other way around. Wind blowing on one gable exerts a
pressure on it pushing it into the roof, whilst at the opposite end it creates a suction which attempts to
suck the gable from the roof. It is therefore a requirement of the building regulations that the gables
must be adequately tied back into the roof to give them support. Figure 5.1(b) illustrates a typical gable
end restraint system on a trussed rafter roof, but this equally applies to traditional roof construction.
Building the purlins into the gable will help, but will only be effective if the purlin is mechanically fixed
to the wall with some additional form of cleat or strap. Straps are normally placed at approximately
2 m centres, and it is essential that the strap is supported by solid blocking beneath it to ensure that it
does not buckle, and that the last rafter is solidly blocked to the gable wall itself.
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Figure 5.1
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6 WIND BRACING AND OPENINGS FOR
DORMERS AND ROOF WINDOWS

From the previous chapter it can be seen that wind plays a considerable part in destabilising a structure
and measures must be taken to ensure the stability of the roof construction in high wind situations.
From the previous chapter strapping the gables to the roof has ensured their integrity with the roof, but
apart from the binders, purlins and ridge, which connect the rafter members on a horizontal plane, the
roof structure is still no more than a number of vertical members of timber connected with a limited
number of nails to the members mentioned above. The roof is in effect no more than a set of dominoes
standing vertically on their ends and which can be easily made to fall if a pressure is applied to the last
one in line; in the case of a roof this would be the gable end. To prevent the domino toppling effect,
wind bracing is introduced into the structure to triangulate it on a vertical plane. The elements being
discussed here are set out in Figure 6.1, which details the bracing required for a typical trussed rafter
roof, much of this being applicable to a traditionally constructed roof without hips. Even on a hip roof
where the ridge is twice as long as the length on plan of the hip itself it is wise to introduce wind bracing.

Wind bracing is usually timber typically of 25 × 100 mm in cross section, fitted from wall plate to the
ridge at an angle of approximately 45◦ on the underside of the rafters. At each rafter crossing the wind
bracing should be nailed to the rafter with 3 nails. The braces should be fitted from the foot of the gable
to the ridge on both sides of the roof and then at 45◦ back down again to the plate over the entire length
of the roof. This is brace F in Figure 6.1; brace H may well be replaced by a purlin in a traditionally cut
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Figure 6.1 Bracing required for typical trussed rafter roof.
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roof, and brace G by the ridge board. Brace G at ceiling joist level, may well be ceiling joist binders on
a traditionally cut roof, whilst K should be fitted to all types of roof construction. Brace J applies only
to trussed rafter roof construction.

OPENINGS FOR DORMERS AND ROOF WINDOWS
If part or the whole of the roof is to be used as a living space, or simply a hobby room, or perhaps some
natural light is required in the roof void for some other purpose, then openings may have to be formed
in the roof structure. The following text gives some guidance on openings in newly built traditional
cut roofs, conversion work in traditional cut roofs, new trussed rafter roofs, and existing trussed rafter
roofs.

Traditional Cut Roofs (not Trussed Rafter Construction)

New Build Roofs
Openings for dormers and roof windows may be formed by adding timbers to the sides of the opening
as set out in Figures 6.2(a) and (b) taken from the book Roof Construction and Loft Conversion, by
this author. It is strongly recommended that all timber connections, i.e. trimmed rafter to trimmer and
trimmer to double or triple rafter, are made with metal connection plates, fixed using the correct nails
or screws, as this gives a stronger joint than simply attempting to angular or ‘tosh’ nail. Whilst ‘tosh’
nailing is a traditional way of connecting roof timbers, it is very prone to splitting the timber, resulting
in a poor joint.
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Figure 6.2 (a) Trimmed opening for dormer. For trimmer numbers required see Figure 6.2(b). Reproduced
from C. N. Mindham (2006) Roof Construction and Loft Conversion, 4th edn. UK: Blackwell, p. 49.
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Figure 6.2 (b) Trimming construction rules. Reproduced from C. N. Mindham (2006) Roof Construction and
Loft Conversion, 4th edn. UK: Blackwell, p. 50.
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Conversion Work
The same rules as set out above will apply, but additionally a purlin may have to be removed to
give adequate opening for the new dormer or roof window. In this case a further purlin should be
inserted above and below the opening and securely fixed to its supporting walls or purlinpost, and the
existing roof fitted to it BEFORE removing the old purlin and cutting the rafters away to form the roof
opening. Additional rafters either side of the opening may not be required if the purlins are immediately
above and below the opening itself. Trimmers should still be fitted to pick up the ends of the rafters to
completely frame the opening. Possible roof window installations are shown in Figure 6.3.

Trussed Rafter Roofs

New Roofs
The trussed rafter roof designer will take any openings in the roof, including those for chimneys, into
account in the calculation of the whole roof design. Specific rules apply to forming openings in trussed
rafter roofs and on NO account should the rules given above for traditional roofs be applied to trussed
rafter constructions. Trussed rafter roofs are generally now a ‘whole roof’ design, and not simply the
supply of trussed rafters to be erected as the builder wishes. Make use of this design service available
through your trussed rafter supplier to ensure a sound roof structure.

Existing Trussed Rafter Roofs
Trussed rafters should NEVER be cut, as this will endanger the whole roof structure. Consult the original
roof designer or manufacturer if known and seek their advice on any modifications to form openings
in the roof that may be proposed. Details of the original manufacturer should be found on a card fixed
under the nail plate at the ridge of the trussed rafter; this will give details of the manufacturer as well
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Figure 6.3 Some typical roof window installations. Reproduced from C. N. Mindham (2006) Roof
Construction and Loft Conversion, 4th edn. UK: Blackwell, p. 216.

as the nail plate system provider. The identity card was not until fairly recently standardised as being
fixed at the ridge, and it may therefore be fixed under any other plate on the structure. Early trussed
rafters will have no form of identification of their manufacturer. In that case there is no alternative but
to consult a structural engineer.

However, as most trussed rafter roofs have trussed rafters spaced at 600 mm centres, it is possible to
buy roof windows that are designed specifically to fit neatly between the trussed rafters, thus avoiding
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any structural modifications to the roof structure. It is possible to couple a number of these windows
side by side along the length of the roof, giving the effect of a much larger single opening. It clearly
avoids the expense of altering the roof structure, and is much more simple and cost effective. As this
approach results in a multiple number of small windows, it affords more ventilation options than one
large window. The left hand illustration in Figure 6.3 indicates multiple roof window installation in a
trussed rafter or indeed in a traditionally constructed cut roof.
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7 ROOFING METALWORK AND FIXINGS

The use of smaller timber sections, particularly in engineered roofs such as trussed rafter prefabricated
assemblies, has led to the increased use of metalwork to join the various members together. Traditional
‘tosh’ or ‘skew’ nailing can easily split these smaller timber sections, resulting in a poor connection.
Figure 7.1 illustrates some items of roofing metalwork.

All metalwork used in roof construction should be galvanised; this includes the nails, to prevent cor-
rosion. The modern roof can suffer from localised condensation, especially if not adequately ventilated
and this could lead to premature corrosion of nails and fixings. Whilst a galvanised nail has a slightly
rough surface compared to a plain wire nail and therefore gives an improved resistance to movement
in the joint, many of the metal to timber connections are specified to be fixed with square twisted galva-
nised nails which give a far improved performance in the joint.

Typical roofing metalwork would be as follows:

(a) Wall plate straps cross section 30 mm × 1.5/2 mm
(b) Gable restraint straps 30 mm × 5 mm
(c) Trussed rafter clips to hold truss or rafter to wall plate
(d) Hip corner tie to hold hip to wall plate at corner
(e) Girder truss shoes to carry trussed rafters on girder truss support points
(f) Multi nail plates for coupling timbers into longer lengths
(g) Framing anchors to connect various trimmed openings and elements in the ceiling joist structure
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Figure 7.1 Some items of roofing metalwork.
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Care must be taken to use the nails specified by the metalwork manufacturer: both in the type of nail
to be used and the number of nails to be used in each joint.

NAILS, BOLTS AND SCREWS
Whilst traditionally roof structures have been connected using nails and continue to be so, there is an
ever increasing use of light metal connectors as illustrated in Figure 7.1, complete with their specialist
nails. The use of traditional large round wire nails (galvanised for roof structures), can lead to serious
splitting of the timbers, thus resulting in a poor strength of joint. It is also a practised skill to be able to
nail a rafter to a wall plate using ‘tosh’ or ‘skew’ nailing, and often leads to misplacement of the rafter
itself. Again, a better method is to use a framing anchor or a truss clip as illustrated. However, with
the ready availability of powerful battery operated drill/drivers, the application of bolts and high tensile
extremely long steel screws makes the construction of a roof not only easier, but more precise, and
definitely stronger. If bolts are to be used, then either a hexagon head or a cup square head coach bolt
could be used, but in either case a large square or round washer should be placed under both the head of
the bolt and the nut to avoid crushing the timber. Washers are traditional 50 mm × 50 mm × 3 mm thick
or 50 mm or 63 mm diameter. DO NOT OVER TIGHTEN, as this does not necessarily greatly increase
the strength of the connection; the object is not to distort the washer by bedding it into the timber, as
this could cause splitting.

The modern especially designed long timber screws are manufactured from carbon steel and are
epoxy coated to provide corrosion protection while at the same time lowering friction when driving the
screw. These relatively slender screws do not require pilot holes, and are driven by a special adaptor tool
provided with the screws, driven by a minimum of 18 V battery powered drill driver. The application
is extremely fast and provides a very strong joint. These screws are particularly efficient and time
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saving compared to a bolt when making connections between two trimmers such as those at the side
of roof window openings. Their lengths range from 66 to 135 mm. One manufacturer is Fasten Master
and these are available from many builders’ merchants and timber suppliers. For further details see
Bibliography.
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8 ROOF COVERINGS – FELT, BATTENS
AND TILES

UNDERLAY
Underlay is a thin sheet material laid over the top of the rafters, held in place by the roof covering
supports or battens. There are principally two types of underlay: vapour permeable and vapour im-
permeable. The permeable type allows water vapour rising to the roof space to escape through the
underlay, whilst not allowing any rain that may penetrate the roof covering to enter the building. The
impermeable type is water and vapour proof in both directions, and can therefore give rise to mois-
ture from water vapour being trapped within the roof space void. Ventilation of the roof in this case is
essential – more information on this matter later.

Traditionally, roof underlays were a bitumen sheet reinforced with hessian type cloth. This is still
used but clearly falls into the impermeable type. The more modern underlays conform to the vapour
permeable standard. The decision on which to use will be influenced by the intended use of the roof
void, i.e. storage or living loft, and if a ‘cold’ or ‘warm’ roof is being designed – see more information
on this aspect under Roof Void Ventilation below.

Unless the roof structure is situated in Scotland, it is unlikely to be covered with a solid boarding or
sarking. If it is, then the roof underlay will be only partially supported by the sarking because counter
battening should be used to provide ventilation between the underlay and the sarking itself. For the
majority of the UK, no sarking will be used and the underlay will be unsupported. Care must therefore
be taken to avoid too much droop between the rafters, and particularly to avoid droop at the eaves
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behind the fascia. If this occurs, and rain penetrates the roof tiles, then ponding will occur behind the
fascia, leading possibly to water penetrating adjacent to the wall plates and into the soffit area. An
underlay support in some form of exterior boarding should be placed immediately behind the fascia to
support the underlay. At any point on the roof, great care should be taken not to damage the underlay
whilst battens and tiles are being laid on the roof. See Figure 8.1 for underlay detailing.

The purpose of the underlay is to prevent any water that may penetrate the roof covering entering
the building, by draining it away into the gutter. It must therefore be applied by a method to ensure
that the roof cannot be penetrated. As all underlays are produced in rolls, both vertical and horizontal
joints in the material are unavoidable (except on roofs where the roll length exceeds the roof length
between gables), and guidance on horizontal laps is given in Figure 8.2. This information is for not fully
supported underlays.

BATTENS
Battens support the roof covering of tiles, slates or shingles, spanning from rafter to rafter and provide
a medium into which the tile fixing nails can be bedded. They also provide a ‘ladder’ for ease of walking
on the roof, but care must be taken to stay along the rafter line and not to accidentally penetrate the
underlay. Any damage to the underlay must be repaired in such a way as to avoid water penetration –
sticking a piece on the surface will probably not be adequate.

The Following Aspects Must be Considered When Specifying Battens
(a) Weight of the tiles or roof covering
(b) Method of fixing required by the tiles, i.e. a nib depth and nailing recommendation
(c) Distance between the rafters, i.e. span of the battens
(d) Durability of the material of the batten
(e) Strength of the batten
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Ventilation Void

UnderlayRafters

Batten

Counter Batten

Sarking

Roof with Sarking and
Counter Battens

Roof without Sarking
Showing Underlay Support

Underlay
Support

Fascia

Rafter

Figure 8.1 Underlay detailing.
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Minimum Lap 150 mm  (100 mm)

Minimum Lap 100 mm  (75 mm)

25 mm

25 mm

Minimum 15°

Minimum 35°

Figure 8.2 Minimum horizontal laps for unsupported and fully supported (shown in brackets) underlay.
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In general, timber battens will be used as they are economical, readily available, easily handled, easy
to nail to and easy to cut. They are, however, generally of a small cross sectional area, typically 38 mm
wide × 25 mm deep or 50 mm wide × 25 mm deep. Therefore, they should be of good quality timber.
Any defects, splits, knots or wane will greatly affect the strength of the batten and, as the roofer may
end up standing on the batten between rafters, they must be considered as the rung of a ladder. The
British Standard indeed requires that the battens are free of decay, insect attack, splits, shakes, knots
or knot holes greater than one-third the width of the batten. They should be a minimum of 1200 mm in
length and have both ends supported.

The size of the battens mentioned above should be checked with the technical literature of the roof
covering tile or slate manufacturer, but in general terms 38 mm × 25 mm will span rafters of 450 mm
centres, and 50 mm × 25 mm will span between 450 and 600 mm centres. If the roof covering is
exceptionally heavy, such as stone slates as distinct from thin natural Welsh slate, then guidance should
be sought from the provider or from an engineer.

Timber battens should be treated with preservative and are generally seen as requiring a minimum
60 year service life. The latest British Standard assigns a hazard class to building timbers, depending
on their exposure to fungal and insect attack. Tiling battens are classified as hazard class 2. To place
this in perspective, roof structural members are generally in hazard class 1, whilst members exposed
directly to wetting, i.e. the fascia, the barge and other exposed timbers such as exposed rafter feet, are
in hazard class 3 therefore needing greater protection. By specifying the hazard class, the preservative
treatment processing plant will be able to advise on the correct preservative system to be used.

All preservatives contain chemicals to do their job and some can prove corrosive to certain metal
fixings. It is therefore essential to ensure that nails used to fix battens to rafters, and nails used to fix
tiles to battens are compatible with the preservatives used to treat the battens. Bright wire nails are
NOT acceptable, galvanised nails may be, but check with the preservative supplier. Aluminium nails
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are commonly used, as are copper nails, especially for fixing tiles to battens. The tile manufacturer’s
recommendations should be sought to ensure nail (or screw) compatibility with tiles or slates specified.

INSULATION AND VENTILATION
The drive to reduce carbon emissions and therefore global warming is causing the government to
set increasingly higher standards of thermal insulation for all buildings including dwellings. Part L of
the Building Regulations sets out the requirements and has become a complex document, giving the
standards to be achieved for the whole building (not just the roof or the walls, or any other element)
for all new dwellings and refurbishment. However, different standards are set for domestic new and
refurbishment structures.

It is not intended in this text to describe the calculations as they involve the ‘whole’ building, and
this book is concerned only with the roof structure. Guidance on the insulation of the roof structures
is set out below. The largest area of heat loss in a building, assuming normal brick and block or brick
and timber frame construction, is that through the roof and it is for that reason that the standards
indicate that the roof should offer the greatest resistance to heat loss. These standards are expressed
as U values. To give an idea of the relative performance of the building element, the higher the value
indicating the greater the heat transmission or loss, we have the following U values:

External walls 0.55 W/m2K
Windows and doors 2 W/m2K
Floors 0.25 W/m2K
Roofs 0.16 W/m2K

Part L of the Building Regulations deals with all aspects of the conservation of fuel and power. Whilst
this concerns itself with the thermal performance of individual elements, it also recognises the effect on
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heat conservation caused by air changes within the building resulting from poor draught sealing; not
only of the opening parts of windows and doors, but also any gaps which may be around the frames.

It can be seen, therefore, from the above that the thermal insulation performance requirement of the
roof is over 12 times that of windows and doors. Paying great attention to the correct specification and
installation of the insulation in the roof will have a major effect on the thermal efficiency and therefore
the cost of heating the building. This is particularly true of refurbishment and extension projects where
the original insulation may be negligible.

Warning!
Do NOT specify the insulation without careful consideration to the possibility of condensation forming
in the roof space – this can lead to wet insulation and wet insulation DOES NOT offer any thermal
resistance; it MUST be dry – see Roof Void Ventilation section below.

There are numerous types of insulation material available, all having their advantages and disad-
vantages in their ease of installation in a building and also, of course, their cost. Some are sold on
their ‘green’ merits, being natural products and others are man made, consuming energy to produce
them. One product, for instance, made of sheep’s wool uses only 14% of the energy in its manufacture
compared to that taken to produce glass fibre insulation. An indication of the insulation types available
is set out below, but it must be stressed that this is by no means a complete list.

Rockwool, mineral wool, glass fibre
A traditional and readily available product in roll or slab (bat) form, easily handled, but some
personal protection may be required in the form of gloves and masks.

Hi tech multilayer reflective insulation
A high performance for a relatively thin layer, easily applied in roll form, that reduces the risk of
interstitial condensation (i.e. condensation forming within the insulation layer) because the surface
layers are impermeable.
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Polystyrene sheet
Lightweight rigid sheet particularly suitable for fixing between rafters in attic type construction –
check for fire resistant standard.

Spray applied polyurethane foam
A product usually applied by specialist contractors, but available as a DIY spray-on foam. This type
is particularly suitable for increasing the insulation in refurbishment works where rafters are not
of regular shape, and this product also stops air leaks and air movements, but of course is vapour
impermeable.

Rigid polyurethane sheet
Available in various thicknesses as a rigid sheet; applications similar to polystyrene sheet.

Blown fibre products
Insulation is by inert fibres usually applied by specialist contractors, with the fibres being blown
into position. This generally means that it is suitable for ceilings and not for sloping surfaces.

Fleece
Natural sheep’s wool especially prepared for insulation. Available in rigid bat form.

Fibre insulation board
Rigid low density fibre board, useful for attic applications between rafters. Available in various
thicknesses.

To give an indication of the different thicknesses of insulation material required to meet the basic
building regulation requirement for roof structures, 270 mm of rockwool would be needed but only
1 layer of approximately 25 mm of hi tech insulation plus 120 mm of mineral wool or 100 mm of
polyurethane rigid sheet board. Whilst the rockwool insulation would probably be suitable for a roof
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ceiling insulation layer without loft space storage (there is no point in compressing the 270 mm by
laying boards over the roof joists, as this defeats the insulation performance), the thinner materials
(such as the polyurethane rigid sheet) will be more suitable for between rafter insulation in an attic
or loft structure. The cost as laid must also be taken into consideration, and whilst the basic cost of
the insulation may be relatively economic, if there is a high wastage factor then this could affect the
‘as-laid’ cost of the insulation. For further information from various manufacturers of some of the above
products, see Bibliography.

Roof Void Ventilation

Why Ventilate?
Many old houses pre early 1900s had little or no insulation and indeed no underlay under the tiles
or slates. Warm moist (vapour laden) air rose through the building into the roof void and was vented
out through the numerous small gaps between the tiles. The roof timbers where thus protected from
moisture build up within the roof void (assuming that the roof covering was kept in good condition),
and lasted for centuries. The gaps did of course let in insects, some of which attacked the timbers, but
most wood worm, which is the most common form of attack throughout the majority of the country,
came from infestation in cheap plywoods brought in during the early 1900s in furniture.

Ever increasing standards to conserve energy result in higher levels of thermal insulation, often
applied at ceiling level, which gives rise to a cold roof void. Vapour still rises from the house but now
passes through the insulation and readily condenses into moisture on any cold surface within the roof
space. This could simply be nails, metal connectors, and steel support systems that may be in the
roof, and on trussed rafter roofs, the truss connector plates themselves. If there were still no underfelt
within the roof space, the majority of this moisture would be ventilated and would cause no problem.
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However, as there is often a bituminous felt underlay so common over the past several decades, this
tends to keep the vapour within the building and can lead to formation of so much condensation that it
can drip from the cold surfaces onto the ceiling below. This can in extreme cases lead the occupier to
think that the roof is leaking. The author has inspected roof spaces where this condition is so acute that
frost has formed on the underside of the felt in the roof space and when this thaws the amount of water
descending on the ceiling can be significant. It is therefore necessary to ventilate this vapour from the
roof void to keep the structure dry. If the project is a new construction, then building regulations set
out rules for this ventilation, but it would be wise to follow these rules and provide ventilation in any
refurbishment project even if that building is not subject to building regulations. This is simply good
building practice.

Comparison of Warm Roofs and Cold Roofs
To better make provision for this ventilation, it must first be established whether the design is going to
lead to a warm roof structure or a cold roof structure. A cold roof is that described above, i.e. insulation
at ceiling level giving a cold roof void. A warm roof void is that where the insulation is provided at
rafter level, i.e. as in an attic room, although it should be appreciated that there can be cold voids in
an attic roof structure if there are spaces outside the habitable rooms. For instance, this could be the
triangle which often occurs between the side wall and the eaves, and the small triangle which occurs
above the ceiling up to the ridge. See Figure 8.3 for warm and cold roofs.

Controlling Moisture Laden Air Within the Structure
In the early 1900s houses described above with no underlay, the rafter level could be described as
‘permeable’, i.e. water vapour was free to escape through the gaps in the tiles. If, however, a bitumen
impregnated cloth based traditional roofing underlay is used, this is non-vapour permeable, i.e. it will
not let vapour pass through. There is now, however, a new generation of vapour permeable underlays
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Warm

Warm

Insulation

Figure 8.3 Cold and warm roof voids.
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that will allow vapours to pass through but not allow water, which may penetrate the tiles into the
building. There are standards set out in building regulations for the permeability of these underlays,
and these should be checked against the product to be specified. In this case the roof void may not
need ventilating.

A vapour permeable underlay works like ducks’ feathers, in that it keeps out water from wind driven
rain which may pass through the tiles, but allows the ‘body’ of the house to breathe by exhausting
vapour. If this concept is difficult to appreciate, then the reader should consider the effects of hard
exercise in a waterproof non-breathable jacket: our perspiration condenses on the inside of the material
to make it wet inside, even when there is no wetting from the outside. This is exactly the same effect as
the moisture within the house from bathing and cooking on the underside of an impermeable underlay.
The new modern vapour permeable underlays can be compared with the latest high tech fabrics used
on high quality waterproof jackets, which allow our perspiration to breathe out without making the
jacket wet inside, but do not let water in.

How do we Decide Which Roof Type to Specify?
Do we want a cold or a warm roof?
Do we need the roof void for storage?

Yes – design a warm roof
No – design a cold roof.

Do we need to live in the attic space?
Yes – design a warm roof
No – design a cold roof.

Figure 8.4 illustrates various designs for cold and warm roof structures.
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Underlay

A

A

C

B

B

Max 35° Pitch
Max 10 m Span

35° + Pitch
and or over 10 m Span

Cold

Cold

Vent Area
C = 25,000 mm2/m

Vent Area
A = 10,000 mm2/m
B = 5,000 mm2/m

Min. 50 mm Gap

Warm

(a)

Figure 8.4 Designs for cold and warm roofs with (a) traditional non-permeable and (b) vapour permeable
underlay. (c) Designs for mono pitch cold roof and attic warm roof with permeable underlay.
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Min 50 mm

For Ventilation Areas
A, B & C Refer to Figure 8.4(a)

C C

C C

B

B

(b)

Warm

Cold

Min 50 mm

Min 50 mm

C

C C

C

C

C

A

(c)

Figure 8.4 Continued.
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In Scotland and Northern Ireland where fully boarded roofs are common, i.e. boards on top of the
rafters or ‘sarking’ is used, ALL underlays should be treated as impermeable and ventilation provided
accordingly. This construction is rarely used elsewhere in the UK, but if it is, the same rules apply as
stated above. Refer to the Building Regulations for Scotland (Part C) and for Northern Ireland (Part B)
for full details.

Economic Considerations

Heating Costs
Clearly a roof insulated at ceiling level gives the least heated volume in the property, but full ventilation
of the cold roof void and good insulation of the water storage tanks and all roof void water pipework
is essential. If the roof void is to be used for a limited storage, one has to consider if the stored goods
would suffer from the thermal extremes suffered within a roof void between the heat of the summer
and the extreme cold of the winter. Also, even in extreme conditions with ventilation, stored metal
objects may attract some temporary condensation in cold conditions.

A warm roof, however, results in a larger heated volume which has a proportional effect on cost,
and perhaps with limited rafter depth, it may prove more difficult to provide the required insulation. To
gain this additional depth of rafter, it may be necessary to apply battens to the underside of the rafter
in the room area only to obtain sufficient thickness of insulation. Alternatively, it will be necessary to
use the higher tech and therefore likely more expensive insulation material to fit between the rafters
to gain the required insulation. In a warm roof, however, water storage tanks and piping do not need
insulation (unless of course it is a hot water storage tank), but in such structures it is necessary to
provide ventilation at the rafter level and at the ridge to ensure moisture is not trapped within the rafter
and insulation.
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There follow some typical construction details for insulation and ventilation with vapour permeable
and vapour impermeable underlays (Figures 8.5–8.7).

CHOOSING THE ROOF COVERING
The choice of roof covering is affected by many things, and consideration of each factor will influence
the specification of the tiles, slates or shingles. The major items to be considered are as follows:

Pitch or slope of the roof
Degree of exposure to wind and rain
Weight of the roof covering – what the roof structure is able to carry
Aesthetics
Local planning requirements, if any
Proposed life of the building
Building regulation requirements
Cost
Green issues

Pitch or Slope of Roof
This may be determined by the architecture of the roof, the use which is proposed for the roof space,
if any, or indeed the tile type to be used if this has already been specified by planning. Or, if on an
extension, the need to match the existing roof covering.

See Figure 8.8. For a quick guide, this illustration can be used to check the roof covering limitations
for pitch; these limitations are for normal exposure. If the building is in exposed coastal regions or at
high altitude, then the proposed tile or slate manufacturer should be consulted. The minimum pitch
indicated for plain tiles and single lap interlocking tiles will generally increase as exposure increases.
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Vapour
Permeable
Underlay

Underlay Support to
Prevent Ponding

Proprietary
Fascia
Ventilator

Counter Battens

Figure 8.5 Typical construction for a vapour permeable underlay in a cold roof with insulation at ceiling
level (unventilated loft).
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Impermeable
Underlay

Insulation
at Ceiling Level

A Insulation Controller
 and Ventilator

B Over Fascia Ventilator

C Alternative to B
 Soffit Ventilator

A

B

C

Figure 8.6 Typical construction for a vapour impermeable underlay in a cold roof with insulation at ceiling
level.
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Proprietary
Ridge Ventilator
to Fit Tile Profile

RafterRidge

NB Underlay
Omitted for Clarity

(b)(a)

Metal
Strap

Ridge Fixing
Batten

Figure 8.7 (a) Typical ventilated ridge – trussed rafter roof. (b) Alternative ridge fixing – traditional cut roof.
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20° Min Natural Slates

85°

Max
Pitch
90°

40° Clay Plain Tiles

35° Concrete Plain Tiles

30° Clay Pan Tiles

25° Fibre Cement Slates

22  °

17  °

Single Lap Interlocking Tiles

15° Interlocking Clay
Plain Tiles. Felt Shingles

10° Interlocking Metal Tiles

20° Natural Slates

Double Interlocking Tiles

1
2

1
2

Figure 8.8 Minimum pitch for slates, tiles and shingles for roofs with normal exposure.
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Whilst slates may be satisfactory down to 20◦ pitch in normal or sheltered conditions, they may be
limited to a minimum of 40◦ pitch in severe exposed locations. With plain tiles, slates, and single
interlocking concrete tiles, the adjustment can be made by increasing the lap of one tile over the other
to improve the tile’s performance. Double interlocking tiles are those where there is an interlocking
system on both the top of the tile and the side of the tile. They have definite maximum and minimum
pitch levels, but because of the interlocking mechanism at the head of the tile, they will generally be
satisfactory at a lower pitch than the single side interlocking variety.

Degree of Exposure to Wind and Rain
This matter has been mentioned above, but is worthy of further consideration. What affects exposure?

(a) Degree to which the building is protected by other buildings and or trees
(b) Height of the building above sea level
(c) Proximity to coastline
(d) Location geographically in the UK

If there is a choice of roof covering to be made, then obtain full technical information from a range
of tile, slate or shingle manufacturers before starting to specify, and certainly before buying. As has
been stated, the lap of the tile or slate will generally be increased with exposure, and this of course
means that there will be an increase in number of tiles used on the roof, and therefore the associated
cost. By choosing the double interlocking tile, if possible, which may at first appear more expensive,
the as-laid cost may in fact be less. The National House-Building Council (NHBC) has guidance on this
in their Standards document Chapter 7, Appendix 7.2-c, Table 1, which gives guidance on the minimum
head lap. For plain tiles, for instance, a 65 mm minimum lap is recommended for normal exposure,
but this increases to 75 mm for severe exposure. Further information on the NHBC can be found in the
Bibliography.
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The height above sea level can be gained from information which was discussed under the roof
design chapter in this book. Proximity to coastline is a geographical fact, and there are charts and maps
available from the roof tiling manufacturers which indicate the wind exposure and indeed the rainfall
exposure throughout the UK. All of this should be taken into consideration.

Loading on the Roof
Two situations must be considered. Firstly, is the building a new building? Secondly, is the new roof
covering being fixed to an existing roof?

On new construction, clearly the roof timbers can be designed to accommodate the roof covering
chosen, and if a cut roof, information contained in the Tables in Chapter 3, or indeed the TRADA
document from which they are taken, can be used. However, for trussed rafter roofs the trussed rafter
manufacturer will need to know the type of tile to be used in order to include this in the calculations for
the roof structure.

Re-covering an existing roof structure will mean a structural check on the condition of the roof timbers
and their fixings. Re-covering with the same type of tile or slate may be safe to do, but the minimum
repair would be to replace all the existing battens and renew the underlay (if any was fitted originally),
giving due consideration to the specification for the underlay with regard to potential condensation
and insulation; information set out in the previous section.

Replacing original clay plain tiles with cheaper concrete plain tiles can save over 5% on the load on
the roof, a fact which could be critical with an old roof structure. If there is any doubt about the safety
of the roof structure, a structural engineer should be consulted and any suspect timbers replaced or
supplementary timbers added to strengthen the structure.

One approach where other factors such as planning constraints do not demand like-for-like replace-
ment, is to assess the safe load that the roof structure can carry by using the services of a structural
engineer, and then select a covering within the roof’s safe load carrying capacity. A light roof covering
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such as asphalt (bitumen felt) or cedar timber shingles could be a consideration. The former are avail-
able in a range of colours and tile shapes to mimic traditional tiles. The weight of felt shingles which
needs an under decking (or sarking) on which they are fixed, will only be approximately 20% of that of
the weight of plain tiles. They do produce an impermeable layer, however, and therefore ventilation of
the roof void is absolutely essential.

A quick guide to roof covering weights by type is shown in Figure 8.9. The data given are an average;
check with the manufacturer for exact loadings, and check the head lap required for the designed
exposure, as this also increases the effective load of the tiles on the roof. This factor applies particularly
to natural slates.

Aesthetics
How important are aesthetic considerations? Is the roof in an isolated area? What type of roof covering
is characteristic of the locality? Is there a planning requirement imposed? Do you have to replace like-
for-like on a renovation? Is there a colour preference? Do you wish to match a nearby existing roof?
When all of the above applicable questions have been answered, the roof covering will have been
specified or at least filtered down to a very limited range.

Local Planning Requirements
Always check with local planning authorities when replacing an existing roof covering, especially if the
building is in a conservation area or indeed is itself a listed building. Most new buildings will require
planning consent so again, a check with the local planning officer will help make the choice of tile
covering, if only by colour. It is too late and can be very costly if the individual’s choice of re-roofing
material conflicts with that of the planning guidelines, as the planners will have the authority to insist
that the roof covering is replaced to their requirements.
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Proposed Life of the Building
This may seem a strange consideration, but if you have the freedom of choice and the building’s use is
not long term, then some shorter life roof coverings may be appropriate. Clay tiles for instance will last
for 100 years, concrete tiles and slates for 50 years, fibre cement slates for 30 years, and bitumen felt
sheeting for 10–15 years depending on quality. All of the above data are of course affected by exposure
to sun, wind and rain, and of course the level of maintenance provided.

Building Regulation Requirements
The building regulations state the obvious, i.e. that the roof covering must:

Resist the passage of rain and snow to the inside of the building
Not be damaged by rain or snow
Not transmit moisture due to rain or snow to another part of the building that may be damaged

They also quote the appropriate British Standards codes of practice for precast concrete cladding (non
load bearing) and for design and installation of natural stone cladding and lining.

There is also a fire rating requirement where roof coverings pass from one occupancy to another, i.e.
semi detached or terraced house situations. Also, where the roof is in close proximity to a boundary.
If this situation exists or the project under consideration creates any of the above conditions, consult
the local authority building control department and obtain data on the proposed cladding to be used
with regard to its performance. Concrete and clay tiles generally present no problems, but check for
felt sheet and felt and timber shingles.

Cost
Three basic questions have to be asked before any comparison can be made between various roof
coverings available.
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1. Is the project DIY, i.e. the labour of laying and fixing the tiles is NOT to be part of the cost comparison?
2. Is the project to employ professional roofers on a supply and fix basis?
3. Is it the intention on the project to purchase the tiles direct, but employ a professional roofer to fix

them?
In both situations where the building owner is intending to purchase the tiles direct, a careful check
should be made on the minimum haulage charges, as these can be quite steep for relatively small
quantities.

When considering the cost of the materials themselves (without the cost of fixing) there is surprisingly
little difference in cost. The natural materials are generally more expensive than the man made when
comparing on the square metre as laid basis. Clearly there are more battens required for small plain
tiles than larger interlocking concrete tiles and this too must be taken into account. If the project is DIY,
then the speed of laying the tiles may be of consideration, with the larger double interlocking concrete
tiles being much faster to cover the roof than plain tiles. This aspect will also of course have an effect
on subcontract fixing costs.

As a summary on cost, then, natural slates are likely to be the most expensive roof covering, moving
down through man made slates, to concrete plain tiles and then to double interlocking tiles, which
will be as little as 30% of the cost of the natural slate product. One then has to balance these costs
against life expectancy. The final comparison will vary from project to project, because to carry out
a true comparison, the cost per square metre as laid is only one factor. Hips, valleys, verges, ridges,
cutting and fitting around dormers, roof windows, chimneys, etc. will also affect the cost of the project,
and especially on DIY projects do not overlook the cost of waste.

Green Issues
This aspect of projects is increasingly a major element for the process of specifying roofing, and
the purpose of this text is to introduce the reader to the subject, with guidance to further reading.
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Government legislation is becoming more stringent as to the effects of producing building materials,
the energy they consume, thus giving rise to carbon emissions, in the building of and living in our
homes, working in our offices and factories, and their impact on global warming. ISO 14001 sets out
guidance for environmental management systems.

The Building Research Establishment (BRE), through its Centre for Sustainable Construction, has a
method for assessing the environmental impact of building materials known as the Life Cycle Assess-
ment (LCA). BRE has also developed an Ecopoint system which helps the specifier ‘rate’ the building
material’s ‘greenness’. BRE also has a method of assessing a whole building, not just the individual
materials, known as Eco Homes; this assesses the environmental impact of the building over its full
expected life cycle, i.e. it takes into account the durability of the materials and the initial carbon cost of
their manufacture. Green Guides are available from BRE; these categorise specifications into A, B or C
ratings, A being the best. In roofing terms, for example, concrete roof tiles are typically rated A, whilst
man made polymer/resin slates are likely to fall into category C.

For further reading on this subject refer to The Green Guide to Specification, by Anderson, Shiers
and Sinclair; further details in the Bibliography. Also Marley Roofing’s Green Guide to Roofing.

Solar roof tiles are available, and becoming increasingly affordable, to produce the ultimate ‘green’
roof. Whilst solar electric generating panels and solar heated water panels have been available for many
years, these are products which are imposed upon the roof with the roof covering passing beneath
them. The solar roof tiles mentioned above are specific to each tile manufacturer, fitting precisely
into the line of the roof covering, and are therefore much more aesthetically acceptable. They are
readily available from such companies as Marley Roofing and can simply be tiled into the roof as the
roof covering proceeds. Clearly an electrician is required to complete the wiring to the house mains
electricity system, and of course any unused electricity can then be fed back into the National Grid and
sold to the occupant’s electricity supplier. The Marley system is called Solar Tile; full details of this can
be found in the Bibliography.
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DRAWINGS

NATURAL SLATES
Natural slate is one of the oldest roof covering materials and although much is now imported, slate
quarries still exist in Wales and Cornwall, producing traditional riven slates of variable sizes and colours.
Slate is an extremely durable material, lasting up to 100 years, and whilst ‘slate grey’ is a term used to
describe the traditional slate colour, they are also available in a range of colours from the traditional
grey through blue and green to heather shades. Laid on battens in the normal way, because the slates
have no nibs to hold the slate onto the batten, they must be securely fixed with aluminium or copper
silicone bronze nails. The holes for the nails are made by the roof layer using a slate holing machine;
the position of the holes from top to bottom or ‘head to tail’ in slating terminology, is decided by the
gauge to which they are to be laid. This gauge will depend upon the roof pitch and exposure. The more
severe the exposure, the more the slates will be overlapped one on the other and will at some point on
the course be three slates thick. Guidance on the lap and gauge of the slates can be obtained from the
slate manufacturer.

Figures 9.1(a) and (b) give and indication of slating techniques. Figure 9.1(a) gives typical construction
for eaves and verge on a barge board. Note the special length slate at the eaves and the double batten.
This second batten is needed to allow the eaves slate and the full first slate to be nailed independently –
it is not possible to nail through the eaves slate from the slate above without damage. Each slate is
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Figure 9.1 (a) Slate roof. Eaves and verge.
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Figure 9.1 (b) Slate roof. Hip detail.
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supported on three battens with the batten at the head of the slate far enough above the head to allow
the next slate to be nailed directly into the batten. It is for this reason that very careful setting out of lap
and gauge of the battens is vital with slate roofing.

Figure 9.1(b) shows one form of slate hip and in addition to the notes above, the key points on the
hip are the ‘slate-and-a-half’ which is shaped by the slate layer to the hip angle. The minimum width at
the head of the slate should never be less than 50 mm, as this is its third support point on the batten.
Before battens are fixed an additional 600 mm strip of underlay should be laid down the hip length
with its centre on the line of the hip board from ridge to eaves. This gives additional water penetration
protection and because at the hip line slates can only be butted, the cement mortar on which the hip
tile is bedded is the main water proofing for the roof at that point. The hip iron, which traditionally was
a forged iron fitting often with ornamental end, is screwed to the hip rafter with galvanised screws; its
function to hold the hip tiles in place not only whilst the mortar sets, but later when mortar beds may
fail – the iron stops the hip tiles from sliding off the roof. This hip iron is now usually made of stainless
steel to prevent corrosion. The end of the hip tile is traditionally filled with pieces of slate bedded in the
mortar.

For further information on slate roofing and construction, refer to the slate producer’s technical
literature. See details in the Bibliography.

CONCRETE INTERLOCKING TILES
Interlocking tiles in their most basic form were made of clay and used in Roman times. These consisted
of a tile, semicircular in section, laid alternately like a channel and ridge, i.e. the same tile inverted to
form the ridge, thus protecting the joint between the other two. The more common interlocking tiles
these days come in two main varieties: firstly, the single interlocking tile where the interlocking shape is
on the side of the tile, and the double interlocking tile which has an interlocking shape on both side and
head. Single interlocking tiles can be made of clay or concrete, but double interlocking tiles are only
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made of concrete. They are available in a wide range of colours and profiles, from traditional pantile
shape through varying forms of architectural corrugation to imitation slate. Unlike slates and plain tiles,
the interlocking tile does not require any overlap of the course below to protect the side butt joints from
rain penetration. If you study the slate roof it can be seen that at no point on the roof is there a single
layer of slates; there are at least two and at some points, three thicknesses to afford protection. With
the interlocking tile, although half bonding, i.e. the tiles laid with staggered joints is traditional, it is not
essential for weather proofing. With no interlocking on the head of the tile, the single interlocking tile
can have an adjustable head lap to cope with varying exposure conditions and is suitable over a wide
range of pitch.

Figures 9.2(a) and (b) illustrate single lap tiles on a barge board verge, eaves and side abutment gutter
detail construction. As there is little overlap of the tile, tile clips should be used at the batten as well as
nails from tile to batten. It is also vital to use a tile clip at the verge to keep the tiles together and hold
them to the roof via the batten. The cement bed at the verge should be seen as a weather proof filler
for the joint and not a means of ‘sticking’ the tiles to the roof.

Most tile manufacturers have a ‘dry verge’ product, and this consists of a matching colour plastic
component which effectively clips the tiles to the verge. Details of such proprietary products can be
found from the manufacturer’s literature.

Double interlocking tiles have both side and head lap interlocking pattern and are consequently fixed
in their course and lap dimension. They do, however, offer an extremely high resistance to wind and
water penetration and for that reason can be used at much lower pitches than most other types of tile. As
with the single lap tile, clipping is essential, particularly at the verges, as there is very little overlap and
therefore very little weight from the tile above on the tile below, thus reducing its wind or indeed suction
uplift resistance. Whilst the colour range is similar to that of the single interlocking tile, the interlocking
head of the tile tends to limit the profiles to imitation slates and simple architectural corrugations. These
tiles tend to be relatively large and because there is minimal lap can be laid very quickly; also because
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Figure 9.2 (a) Single interlocking tile. Barge verge and eaves detail.
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Figure 9.2 (b) Single interlocking tile. Side abutment gutter detail.
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the batten coursing tends to be relatively wide, that process too is fast and economical in the use of
batten.

For further information see details of tile manufacturers in the Bibliography.

PLAIN AND PEG TILES
Clay Tiles
Other than thatch, these tiles must be the most traditional form of roofing used in the southern half of
England. First used some seven centuries ago, the peg tile made of clay and then fired was a simple
rectangle of about 150 mm wide × 250 mm long, pierced towards the top with two square holes through
which were driven small wooden pegs. These pegs, often of oak, held the tiles in place over the batten,
a function now provided by the clay ‘nib’.

Clay plain tiles developed over the years, these being slightly larger at 165 mm wide × 265 mm long
and included one or two nibs depending upon the maker and with two or three round holes for nails
to securely fix the tiles to the batten. The peg tiles hitherto had simply been laid on the batten with
only their weight to keep them in place, with the peg hooked over the batten. Being hand made and
with some distortion in firing, the tiles developed to have a slight curve towards the roof in both their
width and length, thus ensuring the meeting tiles discharged their water to the tile below. Being made
of a natural clay, there was and still is a limited range of colours available, these being influenced by
the type of clay in the locality of the tile maker. Colours traditionally range from ‘brick’ red to darker
heather colours. Modern concrete versions of the plain tile are made to the same size and shape as
stated above, but with a much wider range of colour choice.

Due to their small individual size, they are more ‘flexible’ to the roof shape and it must be remembered
that seven centuries ago roofs were constructed of selected branches rather than neatly sawn timbers,
and consequently were not the flat, even slope of today’s trussed rafter roofs. Traditional ‘cottage’
roofs also necessitated the roofing of small dormers with their associated ridges and valleys and these
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small tiling units coped extremely well with both the unevenness of the roof and the inaccuracy and
irregularity which resulted from the use of irregular timbers for the roof construction. The availability of
special sized tiles, i.e. half width tiles, 11/2 width tiles, special shaped hip tiles and valley tiles, all helped
to make this type of roof extremely popular. All of these ‘special shape’ tiles are still available today.

Laying Plain Tiles
Pitch is critical, because with no side or head interlocking device, like slates, plain tiles rely on overlap-
ping each other both sideways, (minimum 1/3 tile width lap) and head (minimum 65 mm) to provide
weatherproofing. With their curved shapes and the irregularity of hand production, it is advisable to
use a high quality underlay and to ensure that it is well lapped and dressed at the eaves with good
support. At hips, the use of the extra 600 mm width of underlay as indicated in Figure 9.1(b) is essential,
and good overlaps at valleys as indicated in Figure 9.3(a) is strongly advisable.

Nailing to battens is even more essential with this relatively light weight small tile to avoid wind
displacement. Alloy nails typically 38 mm long × 3.35 mm diameter should be used, with two nails in
each tile on the two eaves and ridge courses, and on each of the fifth course up the rafter. At verges
and abutments every course should be nailed. As the specified battens for plain tiles are often only
25 mm thick (38 mm wide) for either a 400 mm or 600 mm spacing of the rafter, a high quality timber
is paramount because of the high number of nails required on certain battens between each rafter.
For this reason it is strongly recommended that 38 mm thick battens be used, especially as battens
can often be delivered undersize, but this extra thickness must be taken into account when setting out
barge boards and fascias.

Mortar Bedding
Traditionally lime mortar would be used for bedding clay products, and its inclusion in any mix should
be used today. Unglazed clay is a breathable product, and can deteriorate relatively quickly if pure
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cement mortars are used. It is therefore strongly recommended that the mortar for bedding at any
point on the roof should be made up of one part of lime to five parts of sharp sand with only one part
of cement, which gives the mortar some added weather resistance where it is exposed. For concrete
plain tiles, conventional mortar mixes of approximately one part cement to three parts of sand should
be used.

Ventilation
Today’s manufacturers of both clay and concrete plain tiles offer various forms of in-tile ventilators;
some, on a traditional clay tile, manufacture an in-roof ventilator comprised of three separate clay tiles,
whilst others integrate plastic ventilation systems. Care must be taken in choosing such ventilators,
which should of course be incorporated in any newly constructed roof whether on renovation or new
build. The aesthetics of the ventilators may need discussing with your local Conservation Officer.

As always consult the tile maker’s literature, some details of whom can be found in the Bibliography
under ‘Plain and Peg Tiles’.

Plain Tile Valley Detail
See Figure 9.3(a). This is an open valley lined with lead, but in plain tiles there are alternative special
valley tiles manufactured which allow the courses to run continuously around the valley. These valley
tiles are simply laid in position on the battens and, being V shape, wedge themselves between the tiles
of the two abutting roofs. There is also a ‘laced’ valley, which requires extremely precise setting-out of
the tiling battens, allowing the tiles to overlap in a similar manner to the lacing of lines on shoes. For
further information on these valleys please refer to manufacturer’s information.

Referring to Figure 9.3(a), the tiles at the valley are a cut-tile-and-a-half; this allows a good width of
tile at the batten to allow two nails to fix the tile in position. Cutting a single tile could result in only one
nail, which would not adequately secure the tile. The valley boards, usually of exterior grade plywood
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Figure 9.3 (a) Plain tile. Valley detail.
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Figure 9.3 (b) Plain tile. Sprocket eaves detail.
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or treated timber, should be fitted between the rafters on a support batten and nailed to the side of the
rafters. A tilt fillet cut specially to shape, supporting the felt to avoid ponding, carries the cut edge of
the tile to maintain the correct pitch. It is usual to dress the lead in one continuous width from tile fillet
down and into the valley gutter and up over the next fillet, securing with alloy nails. There should be
at least 150 mm lap if the lead has to be joined in the length of the gutter.

A tile slip is then laid in line with the cut edge of the tiles and the tiles bedded on mortar to the mix
described above.

This illustration also shows the difference between a peg tile with its wooden pegs in square holes,
and the plain tile with its nibs and round holes for nails.

Plain Tile Sprocket Eaves Detail
A simple eaves detail with the fascia fixed directly to the foot of the rafter is illustrated in Figure 9.1(a).
Figure 9.3(b) illustrates a sprocket eaves, an architectural feature often found on traditional cottages
with a steep pitch, the sprocket helping to arrest the flow of water by lowering the pitch at the eaves.
The difference in pitch can be seen at the angle A. In this particular illustration, exposed rafter feet
are also illustrated, again a common feature with traditional cottages, which also leads to an exposed
soffit that originally would have been left as the underside of the tile and batten. This soffit with its
ventilator has a ventilation gap batten fitted on top of it to support the roofing underlay, and maintains
the ventilation void. The eaves closure board secures the eaves against insect and bird ingress, and
also controls the insulation.

The eaves tile, typically 190 mm long, should project well into the gutter, and careful setting out of
the battens is necessary to give equal batten spacing either side of the pitch change, as indicated by
the equal signs in the illustration. Care must be taken to ensure that the lower pitch of the sprocketed
area is within the minimum recommended by the tile manufacturer.
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ASPHALT SHINGLES
Bitumen felt roofing is usually associated with low cost non-dwelling buildings such as sheds, garages,
workshops, etc., and the resulting roof covering gives the appearance of a typically green (although
other colours are available) flat sheet with little aesthetic appeal. Bitumen felt shingles, however, offer
an economic, durable and aesthetic answer to all types of building, where a low weight roof covering
is of advantage. These shingles are not the thin felt often associated with the rolls of felt available
in builders’ merchants but are substantial, up to 3 mm thick, and comprised of a glass fibre mat to
give mechanical strength. They are pre-impregnated with bitumen to ensure a solid mat and further
bitumen is then added to ensure stability and resistance to temperature fluctuations. Coloured ceramic
granules are then bedded in the surface, the range of colours matching closely those of traditional clay
or concrete roofing. The underside is coated with silicone sand and a special thermosetting adhesive is
then applied to the top surface which bonds the tiles together when laid. The overall effect is that of a
tiled roof, with each shingle being divided into three, four, or five tiles, the smaller number mimicking
a slate roof, and the larger number representing a plain tiled roof.

Being bonded to the deck of the roof, the shingles can be laid to a very low pitch, typically down
to 14◦, but even pitches lower than that are possible with special torch-on-underlays applied to the
deck before the shingles are laid. It can be seen, therefore, that this is a very versatile product, coping
with valleys, hips, ridges and abutments with ease, and can easily be undertaken by a competent DIY
enthusiast.

Structure
The shingles require a deck of usually exterior plywood to be laid over the rafters, typically a minimum
of 12 mm thick. The verges and eaves should have a metal trim fitted (available from the manufacturers),
with each length of trim (typically 3 m long) overlapping by 75 mm and well nailed to the deck. It is
advisable to apply the special bitumen mastic adhesive over the nail heads for additional protection and
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where the sections lap. The eaves course of tiles is cut from a standard shingle and is laid on bitumen
mastic applied on the metal eaves trim with the pre-applied shingle mastic pointing down to the eaves.
Nails should not be fixed through the pre-applied adhesive but five nails per-shingle should be fitted
above the mastic line through the eaves trim and into the roof deck. The nails to be used are galvanised
clout nails 8 mm longer than the thickness of the deck. This ensures the nail fully pierces the deck; the
fibres grip the nail and resist it springing out. This fact must be considered carefully if it is intended to
leave the underside of the deck open to view inside the building, perhaps a garage or workshop. The
next course of tiles is then laid conventionally with the decorative tile surface down to the eaves and
again nailed through the first eaves course and above the adhesive line. Subsequent courses are laid
to half lap, thus imitating conventional tiling.

In cold weather it may be necessary to gently warm the shingles before applying them to the roof,
and furthermore the pre-applied adhesive may need warming to perform a satisfactory bond. Failing
that, additional mastic gun applied bitumen adhesive (supplied by the manufacturer) can be added to
ensure that the tiles are satisfactorily bonded to the course below.

The ridge is formed by cutting the tiles from their shingle, shaping them as indicated in Figure 9.4,
bonding and nailing them over the ridge. If the building is located in a particularly windy area, then the
lap of the ridge should be downwind to avoid any possibility of the ridge tiles lifting.

Ventilation
By applying the felt shingles to the roof, with or without an underlay, a vapour permeable layer has
been created, and ventilation of the roof space is essential. Manufacturers provide in roof ventilators,
and ventilation should be provided at eaves and ridge or if the building has no ceiling; then, rather than
penetrating the ridge, ventilation can be provided high in the gable ends.

For further information refer to the Bibliography under the heading ‘Asphalt Shingles.’
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Figure 9.4 Asphalt shingle roofing details.
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METAL TILES
Like the asphalt tiles in the previous section, metal tiles are very common in Europe, but gain limited
favour in the UK. In a similar way to the asphalt shingle, the metal tiles are available in strips comprising
a number of tiles of various corrugated shapes pressed into the metal. The metal is then coated with rust
resisting compounds, and the top surface coloured and textured with further applications to give the
appearance of traditional tiling. Again, the product offers a very light weight alternative to traditional
tiling, can be laid to a minimum pitch of 10◦, but unlike the asphalt shingle, does not require a solid deck
on which to be laid. Instead they require a conventional rafter roof (or indeed a sarking finished roof)
and battens, or in the case of the sarking roof, battens and counter battens. The battens to which the
tiles are fixed are generally 50 × 50 mm treated softwood battens, the tiles being fixed with proprietary
50 mm long nails. As some of the nails are left exposed, these need to be coated with the special
touch-up paint available from the tile manufacturers.

Unlike other roofing, metal tiles are laid with the first course at the top of the roof, with the head
being nailed to the batten, and then the next course down being fitted by lifting the upper course,
sliding the tile under and nailing through the lower edge of the upper tile at one of the high points on
the corrugation to avoid water ingress. Verges or bargeboard cover profiles, abutment weathering and
flashings, and ridges are all provided by the manufacturer as matching pressings. It should be noted,
however, that some special equipment is required to both cut the tiles and bend the tiles at hip junctions
and abutments. Cutting can be done by tin snips, but this leaves a messy and not very safe edge, or by
sheet metal cutters. All cut edges should be treated with the maker’s special touch-up products.

Ventilation
Again, being a relatively thin metal roof, and although some air passage is possible though the tile lap,
it can only be considered minimal and therefore the roof is ‘impermeable’. Adequate ventilation must
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Figure 9.5 Metal tiles – typical details.
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be provided and special matching fittings are available from the manufacturers. These include vents
for installation at the fascia, within the roof rafter length, and at both the ridge and the hip situation.

Figure 9.5 illustrates typical steel tile roof covering details, and is modelled on Catnic’s Lite Tile
product. For more details see Bibliography.
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10 TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT

The roofing carpenter will need a number of tools and pieces of equipment to satisfactorily obtain
information from drawings, mark the timber, set out the roof on the wall plate, cut the timber, and
check the completed roof for line, level and plumb. A conventional pencil or pen may be needed for
paper calculations, but the true carpenter’s pencil should be used for marking timber.

OBTAINING INFORMATION FROM THE DRAWING
(a) Scale rule: only to be used if dimensions are not clearly shown on the drawing.
(b) Protractor: to measure the angle of the roof, but again only if the angle is not written on the drawing.
(c) To mark out the length and angles to be cut on the timbers: steel measuring tape of minimum 5 m

in length now available with a digital display to remove the possible error of misreading.
(d) A bevel: a simple carpenter’s adjustable bevel is adequate, this being set to the protractor to obtain

cutting angles.
(e) Alternatively, a combination square with centre head and built-in protractor is more versatile.
(f) Alternatively, a digital bevel may be used for instant visual display of the setting angles required.
(g) A traditional roofing square can be used if the carpenter is trained in the use of this particular tool.

TO CUT THE ROOF
(h) Hand saw.
(i) Mains or 110 volt electric hand saw. Cordless powered hand saws are available, but a mains power

source is still required to recharge batteries.
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(j) A compound angle mitre saw. This is an electrically powered saw designed especially to cut angles
on timbers – check that the saw is large enough to cope with the length of the cut required; a 300 mm
diameter saw should be adequate. This type of saw can tilt in both planes and therefore be set to
cut compound angles, i.e. the ridge and edge bevels on hip jack rafters, in one operation. This type
of saw is invariably fixed to a bench or stand, and therefore support will be needed for long timbers
to be cut. This support should be fitted with a sliding stop system to allow quick repeat lengths to be
cut without remeasuring. NB for safety all power tools on site should be 110 volts – for home use a
240 volt saw may be used only in conjunction with a power protection plug adapter – this will protect
against accidentally cut cables and faulty wiring, possibly causing electric shock to the operator.

SETTING UP THE ROOF STRUCTURE
(k) A steel tape at least as long as the roof wall plate itself.
(l) A good level, by this we mean a good quality level at least 900 mm long with two spirit levels, one

for horizontal use and one for vertical use for plumbing timbers.
(m) Alternatively a good quality level as above but with digital angle readout would be useful to check

work on the roof as it proceeds.
(n) To check and set level and verticals over longer distances (i.e. beyond the 900 mm of the levels

itself), a laser level could be used. A wide range of laser beam projecting levels are now available
giving an accurate beam projection of up to 50 m. The sophisticated rotary laser levels will give
both horizontal and vertical beam projection, but it must be remembered that these are accurate
only if they are mounted on a stable structure.

ROOF COVERINGS
Whilst many of the pieces of equipment and tools mentioned above will be required in the setting-out,
the fitting of the underlay, and the cutting, fitting and nailing of the roof tiling battens, the number of
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individual and specialist tools required for the various types of roof covering are almost too numerous
to mention. Certainly some form of tile cutting device will be required and this may well be of a power
saw type, and there will clearly be mortar to mix, with the requirement for some accurate method of
measuring the various proportions of sand, lime and cement, etc.

Cutting holes in slates will need a special slate holing tool, and whilst the cutting of asphalt shingles
requires no more than tin snips or indeed a good sharp knife, metal tiles should be cut with a metal
powered disc cutter, and will require specialist bending equipment available from the manufacturers.

If lead is to be used on the roof, then a range of lead dressing tools will be required, traditionally in
the form of wooden mallets and beaters which ’dress’ the lead to shape.

Never try to save money by not buying the correct tool for the job. The correct tool, often devel-
oped over many centuries by skilled craftsmen, will make the job both easier, faster, and give a more
professional result.
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11 HEALTH & SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS

ACCESS TO THE ROOF
For anything other than minor maintenance to the roof, a full scaffold or properly designed sys-
tem of scaffold towers should be constructed in the area on which work is to be carried out. If this
is the entire building, then scaffolding will be needed around the entire building. For professional
builders, this is likely to be undertaken by a professional scaffolding company, who will visit the site
if necessary and advise on the scaffolding required, deliver and erect and adjust them from time
to time as may be necessary for safe access to the work. Whilst the professional construction in-
dustry is covered by the many rules and regulations including the ‘Working at Height’ regulations
which came into force on the 6 April 2005, the DIY builder and the self builder who is essentially
carrying out the work himself and not employing others, is not covered by the regulations. It is still
wise to have qualified professionals build the scaffolding and access platforms that may be required,
if only for insurance reasons should an accident occur and a claim need to be made on personal
insurance.

BASIC PRINCIPLES
Assess the risks involved in each operation.
Plan a safe method of working for each operation.
Decide what personal protection equipment will be required for each operation.
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RESTORATION AND RENOVATION OF EXISTING ROOF STRUCTURES
If there is any doubt about the structural soundness of the roof structure itself, this should be carefully
examined by a competent person to ensure that it will be safe to work on, and below.

Decide on the access required, taking into account any additional loads on the scaffolding which may
occur from the temporary storage of carefully removed roof slates or tiles. If the roof covering material
is to be disposed of, ensure that there is a rubbish chute discharging directly into a skip; do not simply
throw the tiles to the ground.

Roof structures generally present a problem of access from inside the building, assuming that a full
scaffold is to be erected on the outside of the building including the gable ends. It is quite likely, on a
restoration project, that the ceilings will be removed even if the ceiling joists are satisfactory and being
left in place. Whether the ceiling is lath and plaster or indeed a sheet material, it is best removed from
above rather than below because of the fragments, falling elements of the ceiling, and the usual copious
amounts of dust. If working from below, then full personal protection equipment should be used, i.e.
safety helmet, goggles rather than glasses, the appropriate respiratory mask, stout gloves and steel toe
and soled shoes or boots. It may also be worthwhile using one of the disposable all-in-one overalls.

When removing old timber, the rusty nails with which they are connected are a major hazard and
should be treated with great respect. Good stout gloves are a necessity for such work, and all nails
should be removed where possible or at least bent down and hammered well into the timber for safety.
It is likely that replacement timbers will be preservative treated, the preservative itself giving rise to a
further Health & Safety hazard which must be addressed. All treated timbers should be delivered dry
but recutting and retreating with preservative on site necessitates handling with liquid proof gloves,
wearing safety glasses to prevent splashing in the eyes, and a waterproof apron and boots. From an
environmental safety viewpoint, the timber treated offcuts should be properly disposed of at a local
authority waste disposal centre. They should not be dumped with general rubbish, nor should they be
burnt on site.
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NEWLY CONSTRUCTED ROOFS
Again, proper scaffolding should be provided all around the perimeter of the roof. If working on a single
storey building, or on a building where the floor immediately below the ceiling level which is being
worked on has been decked out, then ‘soft landing bags’ should be used to mitigate the consequences
of a fall. Erecting a new roof is a notoriously hazardous part of any building operation, and this applies
to traditional roof construction where the support structure is progressively put in place, i.e. ceiling
binders, purlins, ridge etc., but particularly to trussed rafter construction where both the hoisting of the
prefabricated component, its safe handling whilst being manoeuvred into position, and its temporary
fixing in position all pose their own problems. On large scale house building sites, it is now becoming
more common for the roof structure to be built on the ground in it entirety, including in some instances
felt and battens, and then hoisted into position by crane. This clearly eliminates a number of the hazards
in erecting the roof structure.

THE ROOF COVERING
The application of the roof underlay and battens clearly has risks of falling through the roof structure
itself, and this can greatly be reduced by laying scaffold boards safely over the ceiling joists of the roof
being worked on. When working on an underlay and battened roof, great care must be taken to walk
up and down the roof, only on the line of the rafter.

All roof coverings are heavy, some considerably more than others. Whilst steel tiles are relatively
light for the area they cover, they are likely to be loaded onto the roof in packs of several kilos each.
With plain tiles on the other hand, whilst individually not heavy, the sheer quantity required for the roof
covering will add almost 1 ton to an average sized house or bungalow. Consideration should be given
to exactly how these are going to be lifted to the roof, and if they are going to be temporarily stacked
on the scaffolding, which will have to be designed to carry their weight. Great care must be taken to
ensure that the roof is loaded equally on both sides of the ridge when loading-out the roof with its tiles
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or slates. Care must also be taken not to place large stacks of tiles on the roof, but to spread the stacks
evenly immediately above a rafter and equally up the rafter length, thus mimicking the load which the
rafter will eventually take. Temporary overloading of the rafter can cause buckling if it is not adequately
restrained by diagonal bracing, and because the buckling can be passed from one rafter to another via
the tile battens, distortion at the gable end can occur.

CONCLUSION
The above is by no means intended as an exhaustive list for the safe construction of roofs and their
coverings. The number of operations involved from the bedding of the wall plate to the placing of the
last tile or slate on the roof involves:

Sawing of timber by hand saw or power saw
Use of preservative treatments
Application of nails by hammering
Drilling with hand or power drills for bolts
Lifting of sometimes heavy steel or timber components
Power cutting of clay, concrete and metal tiles
Use of sharp knives and tin snips for asphalt shingles
Constant handling risks whilst laying grit covered concrete tiles
Sharp edges of freshly cut slates and tiles
Use of cements and mixing of mortar for bedding the roof covering
Finally, the possible use of plasticisers and accelerators in the mortar.

Carefully consider all aspects of Health & Safety during construction of the project; a serious accident
could mean that you will not complete it.

Safe building!
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